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The Passenger of 
Today and Tomorrow 

Strengthening Aviation Security through Improved Traveller Identification 



Continuously moving without 
interruption or delay Self-service attitude Independent 

Always informed and 
connected 

Higher expectations on 
products and services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[based on the Global IATA pax survey] How passenger preference and behavior are evolving:Passengers have evolved from being reactive, to proactive to predictive!One key point to remember is they have high expectations from technology…but still low expectations with regards to travel!! Independent, self-service attitude Willing to do advance arrangements (check-in, baggage tagging, etc.) to reduce hassle at the airportPax want to keep moving with less delays (security, immigration, etc.)IFE consumption behavior onboard Internet Connectivity is a must in both airport and onboard



Air travel grows with regional disparities 

Source: IATA/Tourism Economics ‘Air Passenger Forecasts’  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Air travel will likely double over the next 20 years, so the only way to cope with this challenge is to find drastic new ways of doing things. Our existing infrastructure is not set to deal with this growing number of passenger, the different markets have to adjust and some quicker than other. 



Fast Travel solutions, enhanced passenger process 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
At IATA we put ourselves in the customer’s shoes And we realized more needs to be done…so IATA has surveyed passengers 





Ready to Fly 

Queuing more than 10 minutes at security 
or immigration is no longer acceptable - 
People want to keep moving 

Can queues 
be a thing of 

the past? 

Ready to Fly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Queuing time remains to be the most frustrating element at security (35%) followed by removing personal effects (28%)45% of travelers mentioned that the acceptable queuing time at Security is less than 5 minute (constant over years).48% mentioned waiting time between 5-10 min is acceptable.79% of passengers prefer full body scan than pat down (15%). Reasons for preferring pat down remain privacy for 41% and safety for 34%.81% of respondent are ready to provide more information to speed up the Customs process.



PASSENGER DATA –  

 WHAT IS IT?  

 AND HOW IS IT USED? 

Electronic data concerning passengers’ identity (API) or  
travel reservations (PNR) which may be used by public authorities. 
 
IATA asks itself why there are still long lines when all the data has 
been provided in advance. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Government requests for passenger data – especially Advance Passenger Information or API – is growing quickly. Currently there are 57 countries requesting API data in some form.IATA supports the pre-travel validation of entry requirements through the use of interactive API exchanges – this needs to be augmented by other facilitation tools such as Automated Border Control gates and Registered Traveller Programs.IATA is working hard to resolve the global impasse over the use of Passenger Name Record or PNR data caused by data privacy concerns.But primarily IATA asks Governments why there are still long immigration lines upon entry when all the data has been provided in advance.We strongly urge States to put the passenger data they are requesting to use for the benefit of both facilitation and security.A member of my team will deliver a passenger data presentation on Thursday in Session 7.



IATA asks Governments to 
enhance use of the ePassport. 

 
 

LDS 2.0 – Digitizing the passport booklet. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ePassport is now more than 10 years old and almost a billion exemplars have been issued worldwide., a critical mass which allows for international travel with improved facilitation through airline, airport and Government processes. But the results are still meagre.We strongly encourage Governments to make greater use of the ePassport by authenticating the passport’s chip and matching the passenger with the passport through the use of biometric verification – both of which can be achieved through wide scale implementation of Automated Border Control. As we look to the future we also encourage Governments to make use of emerging passport technologies like Logical Data Structure 2.0 – essentially digitizing the passport booklet, another factor that will support the wide scale use of ABC gates.�We also encourage Governments to find new self-service solutions for passport control, including through smart phone technology. At the same time IATA is studying the costs and benefits of ePassport chip validation during check-in, something which is being done in Aruba by the Happy Flow project and allows the passenger to process through the terminal with a single token.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
New CT technology based scanners are being tested to allow passenger keeping their laptops and liquids in their carry-on luggage 



The three pillars of the solution 
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Process 
innovation for 

increased 
operational 
efficiency 

Risk-based 
security and 

differentiated 
screening 

Technology 
for enhanced 

detection 
capability 

Next Generation Passenger Screening 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In December 2013, IATA and ACI agreed to join efforts, pool resources and merge their respective initiatives in next generation passenger screening under the joint Smart Security program that replaces Checkpoint of the Future. This allows the aviation industry to speak with one voice and drive a common agenda, while increasing the opportunity to work with airports on various tests, trials and pilot programs, and accelerate adoption.Smart Security objectives are: Strengthen security (2) Increase operational efficiency and (3) Improve the passenger experienceIn order to achieve our vision, we believe that the solution will have to be based on a combination of these 3 pillars. Any single pillar alone won’t get us to where we need to be.We also need to add risk-based security into the mix. Risk-based security does NOT mean we are taking more risk! It means that we focus effort and resources on where the biggest risk is, thereby increasing our chances of preventing the risk from happening. This can be achieved through Known Traveler programs and includes a strong passport and identity component.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
IATA has developed the concept of Single Token which is a mean by which a passenger can repeatedly identify himself in a uniform manner throughout the steps of the airport process. It can be used (and reused) after the passenger has first identified himself with his ePassport and the identity has been authenticated and biometrically verified. In terms of security, aviation has long focused on preventing the introduction of prohibited items in the security restricted areas as opposed to trying to identify potential perpetrators. Now with the security culture embracing the notion of risk based security, it becomes crucial to have a maximum amount of information about a passenger before the journey begins. A number of countries are trying to collect this information by strengthening their visa policy, introducing electronic travel authorizations and offering Registered Traveller Programmes. The ONE Identity project foresees identity pre-screening on a voluntary basis. ICAO has a great role to play in this regard. The New Technologies Working Group is conducting a Request for Information on identification technologies and IATA will observe this closely.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to the GPS passenger are willing to share their personal data when it helps them to process faster at an airport. 



Contact Details 
 

Name: Nick Careen 
Email: careen@iata.org 
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